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Galvanomagnetic phenomena in layered organic conductors with a multisheet Fermi surface in
the form of a weakly corrugated cylinder and weakly corrugated planes are studied. It is
shown that in a strong magnetic fieldH unrestricted growth of the resistivity of such conductors
with increasingH is accompanied by the current lines being forced out to the surface of
the specimen. The main dissipation mechanism of electron current is charge scattering by the
boundaries of the sample, even in bulk conductors whose thickness is greater than the
free path lengthl of the conduction electrons. For specular reflection at the surface the resistivity
increases linearly with the magnetic field. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Unrestricted growth of the resistivity of a conductor wi
increasing magnetic field is usually accompanied by the c
rent lines being forced out to the surface of the sample.
strong magnetic fieldH, when the radius of curvaturer of an
electron trajectory is much less than the charge-carrier m
free path l , the electric current can be concentrated co
pletely near the conductor surface~static skin effect!.1–6 This
occurs in compensated metals, where the number of e
trons equals the number of holes, and in metals with an o
Fermi surface for magnetic field directions for which t
resistivity increases withH. The reason is that the charg
carriers colliding with the surface of the sample have
higher mobility than the electrons in the core of the cond
tor, because the center of an electron orbit undergoes a j
at every collision with the surface. The surface current
pends strongly on the specularity of the electron reflecti
at the boundary of the sample. This allows us to use exp
mental studies of theH-dependence of the conductor res
tivity under static skin-effect conditions as a method
checking the state of the surface without destroying
specimen.7–12

In metals the static skin effect is most pronounced wh
the magnetic field vector is parallel to the surface of
sample and orthogonal to the current density vector (j'H).
This occurs when the effective free path lengthl eff of the
electrons which are specularly reflected from perfec
smooth defect-free surfaces is limited by electron collisio
in the bulk only, i.e.l eff5l, and the conductivitys'

skin of a
surface layer of thickness 2r is of the same order of magn
tude as the conductivitys0 in the absence of a magnet
field. In compensated metals the contribution to the tra
verse conductivitys'

vol of the electrons in the interior volum
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is of the order ofs0(r / l )2 and the electric field is orthogona
to the vectorH.

As a result, charge carriers that collide with the sam
surface make the main contribution to the electric curr
density

j i5s ikEk ~1!

and the resistivity of a sample with thicknessd! l 2/r in-
creases linearly withH.

In a magnetic field an electron deflected at an anglea
. l /r from the surface of the sample goes into the bulk of
conductor after several collisions with the surface. The el
tron mean free pathl eff is much less thanl and equals
r /sina. The result is that the transverse resistivity (j'H) of
compensated metals increases quadratically with the m
netic field for any ratio ofd and l , even if the surface of the
sample is perfectly smooth and the energy and momen
projection on a plane tangent to the surface are conserve
specularly reflected electrons.

Investigations of the surface state of layered conduc
with a quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectrum
means of magnetoresistance measurements prove to be e
tive in magnetic fields inclined away from the surface of t
sample.

We shall consider the distribution of the curre
lines in tetrathiafulvalene-based organic conduct
(BEDT– TTF)2X ~where X is a radical! placed in a strong
magnetic field. The organic conductors in this family cons
of layered structures with a sharp metal-like anisotropy
the electric conductivity—the conductivity along the laye
is much higher than the conductivity across the layers. T
is probably due to the sharp anisotropy of the conduct
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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electron velocityv5d«(p)/dp at the Fermi surface«(p)
5«F , i.e. the energy of the conduction electrons

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px ,py!cosH anpz

\
1an~px ,py!J ,

an~px ,py!52an~2px ,2py!, ~2!

«n~px ,py!5«n~2px ,2py!

depends weakly on the momentum projectionpz5p"n along
the normaln to the layers.

Herea is the distance between the layers,\ is Planck’s
constant, the functions«n(px ,py) decrease asn increases, so
that the maximum value of the function«(p)2«0(px ,py),
equal to\«F at the Fermi surface, is much less than t
Fermi energy«F .

The Fermi surface of layered conductors is an open
face which is weakly corrugated along thepz axis. Experi-
mental observations of the Shubnikov–de Haas quantum
cillations, first in the complexes (BEDT– TTF)2IBr2 and
(BEDT– TTF)2I3

13,14and then in all tetrathiafulvalene-base
layered conductors,15,16 in strong magnetic fieldsH
5(0,H sinu,H cosu) for a wide range ofu prove that at leas
one Fermi surface sheet is a weakly corrugated cylinder

In a magnetic field oriented parallel to the layers ma
electrons with energy equal to the Fermi energy move al
open orbits «5const, pH5p"H/H5const in momentum
space, and the resistance for the current flowing across
layers increases without bound asH increases.

Let the sample be a plate with thicknessd and bound-
arieszs50,d andys50,L, whered andL are much greate
than l . At u5p/2 the conduction electrons near a sad
point of the Fermi surface make the main contribution to
conductivityszz across the layers of the core of the sample17

Then the following formulas hold:

szz
vol5s0gh2,h1/2!g!1,

szz
vol5s0g2h3/2,g<h1/2!1, ~3!

wheres0 is the conductivity in the absence of a magne
field.17,18 Its value is of the order of the conductivity of me
als such as copper, gold, and silver. Here and belowr
5epF /eH is the radius of curvature of an electron orbit
u50; g5r / l ; c is the velocity of light;e is the electron
charge;pF is the characteristic radius of the Fermi surfac
which is a weakly corrugated cylinder. IfL is not much
greater than the free path lengthl , the contribution ofszz

from charge carriers ‘‘slipping’’ along the boundariesys

50, L must be taken into account. These are conduc
electrons with closed orbits. Their number relative to t
total number of charge carriers is not large~abouth3/2), but
their mobility is higher than that of the electrons that do n
strike the surface of the sample. For specular reflection
electrons at the boundary of the sample, electron drift al
thez axis is limited by volume scattering only. The displac
ment of an electron along thez axis during the time betwee
two collisions with the surfaceys50 is aboutrh1/2. If the
probabilityw of diffuse scattering with partial erasure of th
memory of the past history of the electrons is low, then
r-
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effective free path of slipping electrons can be estimated
l eff5rh1/2/(r / l 1w) and the conductivity of the boundar
layer is

szz
skin5s0

l eff

l
5s0

rh1/2/ l

r / l 1w
. ~4!

The fraction of electrons which form the skin layer
abouth3/2r /L and the conductivity of the entire sample

szz5szz
skinh3/2r / l 1szz

vol ~5!

essentially depends only on the state of the surface of
bulk specimen (l !L,d) in very strong and perhaps current
unattainable magnetic fields such thatr / l !h2.

The resistivity for the current flowing along the laye
saturates in strong magnetic fields and is of the order
1/s0 . When the magnetic field deviates from the directi
along the layers all sections of the corrugated cylinder cut
the planepz5const are closed and the resistance for
current flowing across the layers also saturates forr ! l .

Thus the current lines in organic conductors who
Fermi surface is a weakly corrugated cylinder and does
contain any extra sheets are uniformly distributed over
entire cross section normal to the current. For any orienta
of a magnetic field the conductivity is determined mainly
charge carriers that do not collide with the boundary.

The distribution of the current lines is substantially d
ferent in a conductor whose Fermi surface consists of
ments with different topological structure. There are groun
for believing that the Fermi surface in organic complex
(BEDT– TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 ~where M is either a metal from
the group~K, Rb, Tl! or NH3) consists of a weakly corru
gated cylinder and weakly corrugated planes.19 In such con-
ductors open sections of the Fermi surface cut by the pl
pz5const occur for any orientation of a magnetic field a
the resistivity saturates in a strong magnetic field for o
selected directions of the current.

When the magnetic field makes an anglea5(p/22u)
@h with the layers, the electron trajectories in momentu
space are almost indistinguishable. Magnetoresistance in
tigations of the interaction of charge carriers with the surfa
of a sample prove to be effective in a wide range of anglesa.

Consider the case where the corrugated planes lie in
pxpy plane and the electron drift along thepy axis in mo-
mentum space is limited. The equations of motion

]px

]t
5

eH

c
~vy cosu2vz sinu!,

]py

]t
52

eHvx

c
cosu, ~6!

]pz

]t
5

eHvx

c
sinu

for charge carriers that do not come into contact with
boundaries of the sample imply

vx5
1

T E
0

T

dtvx~ t !50, ~7!

whereT52pm* c/eH is the period of the electron motion i
a magnetic field andm* is the effective electron cyclotron
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mass. If the motion on an open orbit in momentum spac
aperiodic,T is a time interval which is long compared to th
free path timet.

Thus the contribution to the conductivity along thex
axis by volume electrons for closed and open trajectorie
momentum space is inversely proportional toH2, specifi-
cally, sxx

vol.s0(r / l )2.
The drift of electrons slipping near the boundaries of

sample is different from zero along thex axis. The contribu-
tion of these electrons to the conductivity could predomina
At anglesu different from p/2 all orbits in the momentum
space of the electrons whose states lie on a corrugated
inder of the Fermi surface are closed. Their drift along thy
axis is small. Colliding with the boundaryys50 the elec-
trons drift for a long time along thex axis and move slowly
with velocity v̄y5 v̄z tanu into the bulk of the conductor. Fo
u substantially different fromp/2, i.e. when tanu is of the
order of 1, their effective free path is

l eff5
r

r / l 1w1h tanu
. ~8!

Since the quasi-two-dimensionality parameter for the e
tron energy spectrum in organic layered conductors is of
order of 1022, in a wide range of anglesu (h tanu !1) the
direct electric current is almost totally concentrated near
surface of the sample if

L5
l

r / l 1w1h tanu
. ~9!

Charge carriers that interact with the boundarieszs

50,d are also more mobile than electrons that are ‘‘u
aware’’ of the existence of the sample boundaries. Elect
reflection from the boundarieszs50,d is nearly specular be
cause the electrons move slowly along thez axis and ap-
proach these boundaries at small angles. Therefore a
fraction of the current is concentrated not only along
boundariesys50,L but also along the boundarieszs50,d.
Conduction electrons approaching the boundariesys50,L at
large angles are at most capable of weakening the cor
tions between the incident and reflected electrons. The
is
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sibility of specular reflection of charge carriers at the boun
aries ys50,L can be easily determined by studying th
resistivity of a layered conductor under static skin effect co
ditions.

*Reported at the 3rd International Workshop on Low Temperature Mic
gravity Physics~CWS-2002!.
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